Tonwell St Mary’s School Curriculum Overview of Intent for Forest School

Overall aims:
A key part of our school’s vision and values is for children to ‘choose a lifestyle with healthy bodies and minds’. We aim fo r Forest School (FS) experiences to enable children to develop both physically and
spiritually, whilst instilling a love, understanding and respect for nature. Activities also develop children’s resilience, i ndependence and interpersonal skills.

Our unique context:
Due to the unique context of our school with mixed-age classes and rolling programmes of study and the fact that Forest School is not a statutory aspect of the curriculum, we h ave organised our
curriculum for Forest School in the following ways:
Forest School activities are used to support and enrich statutory content from other curriculum areas, in particular science and geography. In additional to this, the school uses the Wild Passport, which was
developed by outdoor education experts and provides progression of skills and knowledge objectives from foundation woodland skills through to higher level competencies. It is split into five specific skill
sections; Woodcraft, Shelter, Fire, Nature and Rope - objectives are revisited by classes each year to build confidence and understanding of skills and knowledge. Each class has a minimum of one hour
timetabled in Forest School each week.
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Refer to the Wild Passport for specific objectives
ELG: The Natural World
- Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals and plants;
- Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and what
has been read in class;
- Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world around them, including the seasons and changing states o f matter.
The Forest School is used creatively as an environment to support and enrich learning from all areas of learning.
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Refer to the Wild Passport for specific objectives
Science – Plants/Seasonal Changes
Geography – Physical geography/Geographical Skills and Fieldwork (4 point compass points and school grounds)
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Refer to the Wild Passport for specific objectives
Science – Y3/4 Plants/KS2 Living things and their habitats
Geography – 8 point compass points, observations and sketch maps of school site (trees/plants)

